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This framework should

 not interfere with existing affordable housing programs;

 increase the exchange incentives for affordable housing 

beyond current standards;

 increase options available to developers;

 create more affordable unit production or revenue for 
affordable housing.

The goal of our work is to design a simple, voluntary, market-

friendly affordable housing incentive system



Our broader scope of work supports the research through development 

and implementation of an expanded One Dallas initiative
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Our scope includes

1. Research & recommend a new voluntary affordable housing 
incentive framework focused on the market rate developers 
who are otherwise outside of an affordable housing focus

2. Generate feedback and guidance on this framework 
through stakeholder meetings

3. Refine the framework as guidance suggests with a goal of 
balancing interests appropriately

4. Document the resulting framework and supporting tools in a 
public-facing, easy to use way

Our meeting today 

is part of this task



We approach the challenge as one of balancing interests among well-meaning 

parties who are focused on different parts of the issue

Solution

Development community

Housing advocatesPublic sector

Why participate? 

What will it cost me? 

What do I get out of it?

Will it cause delays?

Can I even understand the “ask”?

Who is helped?

Are we maximizing resources?

Are we being equitable?

Who pays?

How will it work?

How do we maximize unit 

production?

How can we solve broader equity 

issues?

How can we stimulate economic 

development?
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Our developers’ survey highlights shows that they are not using the current 

affordable housing incentives well, though they would under different terms
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Developers indicated that they are constrained as much (or more) 

by regulatory and process issues as capital
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Their core concerns about any new affordable housing incentive 

program were direct

❌ Likely too complex

❌ Won’t make financial sense

❌ Will not allow a reasonable fee in lieu

❌ Will be too geographically constrained

❌ Would focus too much (or at all) on low AMIs

❌ Would not address the key challenge of permitting speed and 

rezoning
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What did they want for a voluntary affordable housing incentive 

program instead?

A program that:

☑ Is simple to understand and use

☑ Makes financial sense

☑ Allows a reasonable fee in lieu

☑ Applies city-wide

☑ Reduces negotiations and speeds permitting approvals 
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Housing advocates were wary of providing additional development 

incentives and wanted caveats on the program’s details

Housing advocates said to:

✚ Maintain rules around unit qualification and sizing

✚ Focus primarily north of I30

✚ Include lower AMIs (under 60% AMI)

✚ Maximize affordable unit minimums for participation
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And the city said that their objectives require a complex balancing act to 

maintain fairness, practicality and equity

Balancing locations

Reaching a wide band of 

income bands

Allowing for breadth of 

developments (tenure, size 

and type of construction)

Maintaining upzoning 

around transit stations

Creating incentives that the 

market actually use

Realizing that the public 

sector can’t deliver needed 

units alone
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The city must also protect its scarcest resources (capital) while 
generating the social goods the program aims for (units + funding for 
affordable housing)

Provide three types of incentives (in this order):

 Regulatory: such as density, height and /or FAR bonuses, parking reductions, 
etc.

 Administrative: such as permitting speed and selected fee re-imbursements

 Fiscal: such as tax increment financing or project specific gap financing
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Collectively, these inputs provide the framework for the expanded 

incentive approach

Outline of the proposed additional incentive approach

 Provide these new incentives across the city where zoning makes sense

 Create a program that is simple to understand and use by both developers 

and the city

 Make the program financially attractive to maximize usage

 Exclude current PDs, but allow new PDs to opt in to the program

 Create incentives and tools in Tiers that increase incentives offered as 

affordability (AMI level) decreases or in-lieu fee paid increases

 Allow developers to choose the Tier level desired as best fits their project

 Preference building on-site, but allow off-site options and a fee in-lieu for both 

residential and non-residential developments

 Create a participation floor of 20 total market rate units
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And a menu of incentives across different categories that are desirable to the 

development community and acceptable to wider stakeholder groups

Regulatory

Reducing administrative requirements

 Density bonus

 FAR bonus

 Height bonus

 Parking stall reductions

Process

Increasing the speed to permitting

 Expedited review of plans

 Easier rezoning

 Streamlined / prioritized 
development permitting process

Fiscal

Providing financial support (after all other 
options are exhausted)

 Reimbursements in whole or part for

 Development fees

 Rezoning fees

 Tree mitigation abatements

 Deferment  of development fees 

(payments made up to 24 months after 

permitting)

 Graduated property tax abatements 

for affordable units

 No / limited developer responsibility for 

offsite water/wastewater/storm 

infrastructure upgrades

 Cost reductions or grants of city-owned 

land

 Other financing mechanisms (grants) in 

exceptional cases
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One Dallas increases the current menu of options available to developers and 

increases the likelihood of generating either units or in lieu fees from market 

rate investments

For any given project a developer can…

Build affordable units on or 

offsite for public benefits

To OneDallas participation

Pay an in lieu fee for public 

benefits

5 6

Use current by-right bonus 

programs

Follows current bonus 

rules 

3

Create a Planned 

Development Zone

Creates new PD

4

Future One Dallas inclusion

Build market rate by right

As the market demands As LIHTC requires

1

Build traditional LIHTC 

affordable units 

2
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This voluntary program creates a tier-based system that exchanges 
economic value for either affordable unit production or in-lieu fees 
paid

ALL NUMBERS INDICATIVE FOR 
DISCUSSION PURPOSES

We are also evaluating 

adding a 20% bonus to 

each tier for projects 

south of I-30 
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The next steps after your guidance will refine the framework and 

involve additional outreach on more technical items

Refining the approach

 making changes as recommended here;

 holding discussions with city staff (esp. planning, zoning, 

permitting);

 continuing to test the supporting financial model to 

calibrate the incentives, minimum percentage of 

affordable units and in lieu fee amounts.
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Open discussion…

What did you love? What did you hate? What should we 

explore more?
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Appendix items follow
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From our research, we found that any potential affordable 
housing incentive solution should recognize key constraints  

• First: the need for affordable housing is real and not going away and government resources are 

not able to solve the problem without private sector assistance;

• Second: math is real, costs are real, capital is mobile and market-rate development is a 

competitive business;

• Third: voluntary programs will not be successful unless there is an exchange that is valued more 

than what is given up;

• Fourth: existing affordable housing programs, from LIHTC to local initiatives, are often highly 

constraining to a developer and not sufficiently attractive to induce use;

• Fifth: fees in lieu of units are not perfect but can be structured to be second-best to onsite units, 

providing a useful mechanism to encourage program participation;

• Sixth: part of solving affordable housing is supporting additional economic development in 

areas where it has not, historically, been generated.
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We performed additional analysis on the fee in lieu issue to 
understand if fee in lieu offered more positives than negatives

A fee-in-lieu of creating onsite affordable housing units: 

 is attractive to developers for its simplicity and certainty - also should be 

sized such that it is positively balanced with incentives taken (2020 Dallas 

Nexus study gives guidance)

 can apply to rental or for sale developments; residential, 

and potentially non-residential (such as office or retail uses)

 is typically paid into an affordable housing trust fund to support emerging 

local priorities:

 specific parcels, e.g., targeted parts Dallas

 filling affordable housing gaps - building units that are not typically 

supplied by the market, e.g., 3 bedrooms and flexible family-sized 

units

 hard to fill housing for seniors housing, workforce or others

 helps to leverage units in areas where production costs are lower or 

NOAH options need additional financing to maintain

 does provide a mechanism for not including units onsite, which can be a 

positive outcome, depending on the project
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Similarly, supporting new incentives only above I-30 suggests that such a focus may 
deprive southern Dallas of investment potential, both now and in the future

A city-wide incentive program:

 supports investment and jobs to all areas of the city over the medium to long term;

 creates a long term sustainable mechanism to raise incomes and opportunities for residents, particularly in 

areas that are emerging as possible development areas;

 provides a way for southern Dallas to become more competitive over time as its cost basis is lower than for 

northern Dallas;

 allows affordable unit production potential to be maximized over time as competitive sites come to market.
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